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1. The transcription kcianaveyos is intended as a convenient compromise 
between Old Phrygian (OPhr.) KΦIYANAVEYOS (M-01b in the now standard 
numbering system of Brixhe/Lejeune 1984) and K↑IANAVEYOS (M-02), these 
words representing one of the titles,TP
1
PT or a component of the one of the titles, TP
2
PT of 
Baba, the eminent Phrygian citizen who dedicated the two monuments bearing 
his name. The compromise is justified on the basis of the general recognition 
that the Y at position 4 of the M-01b form, and lacking in the M-02 one, is noth-
ing but a glide; it also depends on the fact that there are grounds for agreeing 
with Brixhe (1982: 216-222) that the second letter in both spellings represents 
some kind of voiceless affricate.TP
3
PT The choice of c to symbolize an affricate (or 
perhaps sibilant) that only occurs before i and e should be unproblematic for 
most European eyes. In addition, the possibility, to be discussed below, that ↑  
may represent not an affricate but a voiceless sibilant distinct from s can also be 
accommodated if necessary by modifying c to ç (the IPA symbol for the NHG 
ich-Laut; cf. also Melchert’s 1994: 13 use of ç for the Akkadian phoneme usual-
ly transcribed š).TP
4
PT 
                                                 
TP
1
PT See, e.g., Diakonoff/Neroznak (1985: 119). 
TP
2
PT See, e.g., Bajun/Orel (1988b: 176f.), Woudhuizen (1993: 2f.), Orel (1997: 13). 
TP
3
PT Not the least of these is the fact that a similar arrow-like symbol is now held to re-
present a similar sound in Hieroglyphic Luvian of the Empire Period and partly later 
(Hawkins/Morpurgo-Davies/Neumann 1974: 154 [12]; Melchert 1994: 233), and the 
same may be true of a similar Carian sign, according to the genuine progress now 
being made in the decipherment of that language (see, e.g., Schürr 1992: 139; Hajnal 
1995: 15, fn. 9). There is, however, far less certainty that Lydian ↑  (also now tran-
scribed c) represented an affricate (see Melchert 1994: 333; pace Lejeune 1969: 43). 
TP
4
PT This possibility calls further into question Brixhe’s (1982: 232f.) claim that there 
must be an unwritten vowel between the initial consonants of kcianaveyos, a claim 
that was made on the ground that the proposed onset [js
Ë
R] or [jsËr] of the word “est 
naturellement impossible”, which is false anyway: both these onsets are quite nor-
mal in Russian (cf. K čemu èto? [js
Ë
RH
›
d!lt !Ds?] ‘What is the point (of this)?’, K času. 
[!js
Ë
RH
›
`rt] ‘Around one (o’clock).’, K cyganam! [jsËr0!f`m?l] ‘Off to the gypsies!’, 
Čem bliže k celi … [!s
Ë
RH
›
Dl !ak&hY? !jsËrdk&H] ‘The closer to the destination …’). 
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The compromise also signals an intention to reject the apparently popular 
(e.g. Woudhuizen 1993: 2; Orel 1997: 13) but “imprudent” (Brixhe/Lejeune 
1984: 257) derivation of kcianaveyos from Tuwana ‘Tyana’ and to support in-
stead an improved version of the alternative suggested by Diakonoff/Neroznak 
(1985: 119), which was to attach the word to the group of OPhr. ektetoy (B-01). 
This will enable kcianaveyos to be ranged alongside New Phrygian (NPhr.) ζε-
µελως (4/W*-14 and passim)TP
5
PT as examples of the palatalization of voiceless and 
voiced reflexes of what used to be called the PIE “thorn” clusters (§6 below). 
 
2. The Tuwana derivation is defended in some detail by Bajun/Orel 
(1988b: 177), but even if the apparent v-suffix of kcianaveyos can be explained 
by the parallel Luvian form Tuwanuwa, it remains the case that the examples of 
i/u confusion offered (viz. Cilician Ταρκιωνις : Luv. *Tarhuwani and Hitt.-Luv. 
Assuwa- : Gk. ’Ασια) are not particularly convincing and, most crucially of all, 
the complex onset of the word remains unexplained. 
 
3. The problems of onset and vocalism disappear under a judicious tighten-
ing of the Diakonoff/Neroznak suggestion (§1 above). The tightening is necessary 
because the “root” these authors envisage for ektetoy and kcianaveyos turns out 
to be a pair of roots which are reconstructed by Mayrhofer (1992-2001, 1: 426 f. 
s.vv. KSAY P
1
P
, KSAY P
2
P
) as *tkeH- (where H = hB
1
B or hB
2
B) TP
6
PT and *tkei ƒ-.TP
7
PT 
Clearly Lubotsky (1997: 125) is on the right track when he assigns ektetoy 
to the root *tkehB
1
B- (the first of Mayrhofer’s two roots), rightly ignoring the rela-
tively late Attic present κτάοµαι in opting for hB
1
B in his reconstruction. Since, 
however, I prefer to use a bitectal reconstruction in which most of the tritectal 
pure velars belong with the labiovelars as backvelars (*kB
2
B, *gB
2
B, *gB
2
PB
h
P
), to which 
are opposed the prevelars (*kB
1
B, *gB
1
B, *gB
1
PB
h
P
, see Woodhouse 1998; 2005, §3), I 
shall rewrite Lubotsky’s protoform of (aorist middle) ektetoy as *hB
1
Be-tkB
2
BhB
1
B-to+i, 
hesitating to follow Mayrhofer (1992-2001: 35f. s.v. a-P
3
P
) in deleting Lubotsky’s 
*hB
1
B- from the augment. 
Equally clearly, on the grounds of both vocalism and the palatalization 
before front vowel that is evident in its onset, our kcianaveyos, like Gk. κτίζω 
                                                 
TP
5
PT New Phrygian inscriptions are here identified by means of the traditional numbering 
system (see Lubotsky 1998: 413 fn. 2) accompanied wherever possible by the num-
ber assigned to the inscription by Orel (1997), placed after a slash, in order to facili-
tate reference to that book if so desired. 
TP
6
PT Thus repairing the connection between Gk. κτάοµαι, Ionic κτέοµαι, and Skt. ksáyati 
‘rule, command’, GAv. xšaiiaθā ‘ye have power’, etc. (cf. Frisk 1960-1970, 2: 32f. 
s.v. κτάοµαι). 
TP
7
PT This is contrary to the opinion expressed by Chantraine (1968-1980 s.vv. κτάοµαι, 
κτίζω) which is evidently based on the disastrous version of bitectal PIE criticized in 
Woodhouse 2005 (esp. §§2-6). 
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‘found, establish, create’, reflects the zero grade of Mayrhofer’s second root, 
which I shall write *tkB
1
Bei- (zero *tkB
1
Bi-) ‘found, establish, create, settle, dwell’. TP
8
PT 
(On Orel’s 1997: 37 equation of the root of OPhr. eveteksetey (W-01b) with 
Hitt. takš-, etc., see §5.2 below.) 
It only remains now to justify the morphological structure of kcianaveyos. 
 
4. We can analyse kcianaveyos entirely on the basis of components found 
in Greek, just as Kretschmer and Neumann (see Neumann 1988: 12) were able 
to do in the case of proitavos, the word that precedes kcianaveyos in both in-
scriptions. 
4.1. Thus Gk. -ανο- denotes an object or tool associated with a particular 
action, e.g. λιχανός ‘something licked; forefinger’ : λείχω ‘lick’, ιJβανος ‘water 
bucket’ : ειJβω ‘pour’, πλάθανος ‘dish or mould in which bread or cakes are 
baked’ : πλάσσω (*πλάθjω, Chantraine 1968-1980 s.v.) ‘mould’, χόανος (*χό-
0ανος) ‘melting pot for metal; mould for casting metal’ : χέω (*χέ0ω) ‘pour’, 
etc. (Schwyzer 1939: 489f.). Hence a hypothetical *κτιανος/*kcianos would 
denote something or some place occupied or settled or required for such a pur-
pose, i.e. a ‘settlement’. 
4.2. Next, Gk. -ευ-, earlier -ηυ- before vowels (see Schindler 1976 for some 
profound insights into the development of this suffix), denotes a person asso-
ciated with a particular object, e.g. ιDππεύς ‘horseman” : ιOππος ‘horse’, κεραµεύς 
‘potter’ : κέραµος ‘potter’s clay; pot’, etc. (Schwyzer 1939: 436f.). Hence a hy-
pothetical *κτιανηυς/*kcianēusTP
9
PT > *kcianaus would denote a person associated 
with a *κτιανος/*kcianos – a ‘settlement’ or ‘piece of occupied land’ – i.e. a 
‘settler’ or ‘occupier’. 
4.3. To the stem of *kcianēus is then added the common Greek/Phrygian 
adjectival suffix -eyo- (cf. Neumann 1988: 7 where the case of kcianaveyos is 
specifically mentioned) yielding, with intervocalic *u > v, *kcianēveyos > kcia-
naveyos ‘of a settler, of settlers’. 
There is one difference between the possibilities in the two languages: the 
concatenation of the two full grades of the last two suffixes, so evident in 
Phrygian, cannot be demonstrated in Greek where the second of them is reduced 
to zero grade, thus Hom. χαλκήϊος (*χαλκή0ιος) ‘of copper/bronze’ : χαλκεύς 
‘coppersmith’ (Schwyzer 1939: 468), similarly Myc. qa-si-re-wi-ja denoting 
some fem. sg. or neut pl. adjunct to a qa-si-re-u (cf. Baumbach 1968: 222), 
words which no doubt represent forms ancestral to βασίλεια ‘royal lady’ (and/or 
βασιλεία ‘kingdom’ or similar) and βασιλεύς ‘king’, respectively. 
                                                 
TP
8
PT Cf. also Skt. ks éti ‘live, inhabit’, GAv. šiaeīitī ‘dwells’: apart from Phrygian, it is in 
the Iranian representatives of these two roots that the difference in their onsets is re-
vealed, cf. GAv. xšaiiaθā (fn. 6 above). 
TP
9
PT Pace Schindler (1976: 349), who limits this suffix to Greek. 
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4.4. If kcianaveyos is an adjective, then it most likely qualifies proitavos, 
which, commentators are pretty much agreed, means something like ‘ancestor, 
elder, leader, governor, etc.’.TP
10
PT Hence OPhryg. proitavos kcianaveyos can be in-
terpreted most aptly as something like ‘leader of the settlers, settlement leader’. 
Alternatively, kcianaveyos can have become substantivized with meaning 
something like ‘the man of the settlers’, i.e. their leader, in which case proitavos 
would of course represent a separate title. 
4.5. The only thing preventing Settlement being the actual name of the 
place – cf. the Saudi Arabian city of Medina, Classical Arabic al-madīnatu = 
‘the City’, originally al-madīnatu-l-munawwaratu (al-Mung=id fi-l-’a‛lām 2002: 
527; cf. Wehr/Cowan, 1971: 1009 s.v. nwr/munawwar), in modern pronouncing 
transcription al-madīnah al-munawwarah ‘the Illuminated/Enlightened/Brilliant 
City’TP
11
PT – is the fact that such a place name appears to be otherwise unrecorded, 
the nearest etymological equivalent being the Κτίµεν(α) hypothesized by Zgusta 
(1984: 307) on the basis of the Tekmorean inscriptions of North Pisidia. TP
12
PT 
On the other hand it may be questioned whether the word needs to be in-
terpreted as deriving from an actual name. Elsewhere in the OPhr. corpus of 
monumental inscriptions there appear to be only two examples of place names 
and/or their derivatives, viz. modro- in modrovanak (M-04) (e.g. Neumann 
1988: 9; Orel 1997: 26) and *kubileya (W-04, B-01) (e.g. Brixhe/Lejeune 1984: 
47; Orel 1997: 43) epithet of the Phrygian mother goddess. In the first of these 
the place name is merely a component of a compound, the whole referring to an 
earthly ruler. In the second case we do indeed have the -eyo-/-eya-adjective but 
the reference is to a divinity. Consequently neither offers a parallel to the use of 
the adjective derived from the place name as a component of the titles of a mor-
tal dignitary. 
 
                                                 
TP
10
PT E.g. Neumann (1988: 12), Bajun/Orel (1988b: 176f.), Woudhuizen (1993: 2f.), Orel 
(1997: 13). 
TP
11
PT Misprinted in Encyclopaedia Britannica, 15th ed., 1975, vol. VI, p. 749 as al-mu-
dawwarah (= ‘the Round/Circular City’). 
TP
12
PT This region is just to the south of Phrygia and certainly much closer than Tyana to 
Midas City. It seems therefore not impossible that kcianaveyos could be based on a 
Phrygian adaptation of this Pisidian Greek name if a putative Phrygian participle, 
say *kcimena (cf. NPhr. τετικµενα in 12/S*-03 ‘cursed’), did not lend itself to em-
ployment as a place name or to further derivation by suffixes, as the Greek one 
evidently did; or, alternatively, that the Greek form is an adaptation of the Phrygian. 
Since a similar place name is also deducible for the district of Dolopia in Thessaly 
from Dittenberger’s (1915 [1982]: 422-427) inscription no. 249 (I.48-49): [∆ολόπ]ων 
Πέλοψ … … Κ[τ]ιµεναι Hος, the onomastic potential of this lexeme appears to be well 
established. 
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5. It seems to be fairly generally assumed that Φ and ↑  are simple graphic 
variants (cf., e.g., Lejeune 1969: 42; Brixhe 1982: 232; Orel 1997: 13),TP
13
PT i.e. 
their differing shapes in no way signal any phonetic or phonological differ-
ence.TP
14
PT An argument for a different view can be developed as follows. 
5.1. First, some distinct differences of style in the letters of the two inscrip-
tions indicate the possibility that they were engraved by different stonemasons. 
Chief among these differences are: 
1) S in M-01b is always five-bar and angular, whereas in M-02 the S always 
corresponds to a four-bar shape and is always smoothly curved; 
2) the orientation of S in M-01b seems to be completely free, whereas in M-02 
the two visible dextroverse and the single sinistroverse examples of S all 
have, somewhat surprisingly, the same orientation; 
3) in the E of M-01b the number of transverse bars varies between three and 
four, the last E of the inscription differing from the others in having the top 
bar joining the hasta below the top of the latter, whereas in M-02 the E has 
uniformly three transverse bars and the top one always contacts the hasta at 
its top; 
4) the word divider of M-01b has sometimes three dots, sometimes four, where-
as in M-02 it always has three dots; 
5) the letter heights of M-01b are very varied, whereas those of M-02, the O 
apart, are much more uniform. 
In view of these differences it is worth asking whether, despite the identity 
of the dedicator of both inscriptions, there might not be some sort of chronolog-
ical cleavage between their scripts and hence their orthographies. The causes of 
such a disjunction could be several. It could be due to a real difference in time 
since there is no evident reason why the inscriptions should not have been made 
at different times during Baba’s period in office, perhaps even as much as twenty 
years apart. Or it could be due to a marked difference in the ages of the stone-
masons – thirty years, say – such that the training and style of each might repre-
                                                 
TP
13
PT An exception is Woudhuizen (1993: 2 fn. 3), who argues that “the erroneous use of 
phi instead of the secondary tau in the form of an arrow may be considered indic-
ative of the unfamiliarity of the scribe with the latter sign”, surely an ill-considered 
view. Why would a scribe be unfamiliar with this one character and employ instead 
“in error” something distinctly different and not found anywhere else in the corpus? 
TP
14
PT Anyone relying entirely of the photographs of Brixhe/Lejeune (1984) may be tempted 
into thinking that the sign in M-02 has been misread by generations of scholars (so 
that this problem does not exist) since in this partly damaged inscription the pit 
marks visible in the photograph around the hasta of ↑ , including one that may be 
part of the upper oblique of the K that precedes it, can appear to be the remains of 
the circle of Φ. But a visit to the site (9-10 August 2002), where I was fortunate to 
enjoy the excellent professional services of the guide, Mr. Veysel Gündoydu, con-
firmed that the sign in M-02 is very clearly a well preserved ↑ . 
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sent significantly different moments in a developing tradition. Or it could be a 
compound of both factors which together might yield an overall effective chron-
ological separation of perhaps as much as half a century. 
The second component of our argument invokes the fact that Brixhe/Le-
jeune (1984: 6) see in the total absence of Y in M-01a evidence of the greater 
antiquity of this inscription by comparison with M-01b. But since M-01a has 
nevertheless something of the same variety of shapes for its S, E and word 
divider as M-01b, it also seems likely that the more uniform letter shapes and 
heights of M-02 point to a still more mature tradition than the irregularities of 
both M-01a and M-01b, in other words, specifically, that M-02 represents a 
somewhat later style and possibly a later orthography than M-01b. 
If this is accepted, then a feature of the later tradition represented by M-02 
is clearly that it made no distinction between the palatal portion of the reflex of 
palatalized *tkB
1
B and the palatalized reflex of non- or de-labialized *kB
2
B (see 
Woodhouse 2005, §5), symbolizing both ↑ . Such a distinction may, however, 
still have been a living reality for the earlier tradition represented by M-01b, in 
which case, equally clearly, Φ and ↑  would be independent symbols denoting 
two different voiceless palatal(ized) obstruents. In which case Φ and ↑  would 
also represent a diachronic development of the “thorn” reflex. 
5.2. At least two different ways of conceiving of such a contrast between 
the earlier and later reflexes of the palatal component of palatalized *tkB
1
B spring 
to mind. One is that the earlier reflex was a “hush” (or wide-groove) sibilant (or 
chuintante), the later a “plain” (or narrow-groove) sibilant, as in the “mazurze-
nie” characteristic of the Mazovian, Małopolska and some Silesian dialects of 
Polish (de Bray 1951: 604). TP
15
PT On the other hand it must be said that since a 
contrast of this kind can certainly result from divergent initial developments,TP
16
PT it 
is by no means certain that it can also point to different chronological stages of 
the same process. 
The other, and more probable, possibility is a progression from affricate to 
spirant, which is the final part of the general progression from stop to spirant. 
Such a progression appears to be well documented for French, since English 
                                                 
TP
15
PT It is unclear to me whether a consideration of this sort prompted Brixhe (1994: 168) 
to opt finally for ts (rather than č) as the value of ↑ . 
TP
16
PT Cf., e.g., (i) the general Slavic retention of “hush” sibilants and affricates from the 
palatalization of velars before inherited front vowels (the so called “first palataliza-
tion”) as opposed to the general development of plain (though sometimes mildly 
palatalized) sibilants and affricates from the later palatalization before front vowels 
arising from i-diphthongs (the so called “second palatalization”) (see Shevelov 
1964: 249, 294); and (ii) the contrast between the general West Slavic development 
of š beside plain (or mildly palatalized) s in East and South Slavic, both originating 
from the “second” and the “third” (or progressive) Slavic palatalizations of the 
voiceless velar spirant x (ibid.: 294, 339). 
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preserves the affricate of earlier French loans – certainly in words like chant, 
chair, champion, etc., and probably also in just, jaunty, general, etc., although 
English phonotactics could be responsible for the English affricate of the latter 
set. The same tendency is without doubt also observable in ArabicTP
17
PT and no doubt 
elsewhere as well. 
Thus thinkable stages in a development represented by Φ and ↑  are (i) /č/ 
and /c/ or (ii) /č/ and /š/, and in all cases the sounds may have remained palatal-
ized or been dispalatalized and could thus occur anywhere in the ranges repre-
sented by Polish 〈cz〉 – 〈ć〉, 〈ć〉 – 〈c〉 and 〈sz〉 – 〈ś〉 (or even Russian š – ś), respec-
tively. A third potential set, (iii) /c/ and /s/, is only a possibility if OPhr. possessed 
two kinds of narrow-groove voiceless sibilants (lamino-dorsal and apical, say, 
much as in Basque) since OPhr. ↑  and S seem to be kept strictly apart. 
Some light on this question may be shed by the proposal of Orel, alluded to 
above (§3), to equate the root of OPhr. eveteksetey with that of Hitt. takš- 
‘make, build’, Skt. taks- ‘produce, make’, Av. taš- ‘id.’, Gk. τέκτων ‘carpenter’. 
The Avestan forms certainly suggest, essentially with Mayrhofer (1992-2001, 1: 
613f.), that the tectal in the relevant PIE cluster was *kB
1
B, so that the cluster 
would have been predisposed to a measure of assibilative palatalization before 
front vowel. Further, the uniformity of the lettering in the Areyastis inscription, 
its heavy use of Y and, in particular, its constant angular three-bar S may per-
suade us that it belongs to a still later period than M-02 and that consequently it is 
possible to see in the -ks- of eveteksetey a further simplification of the cluster kc. 
If so, the three OPhr. spellings KΦIYANAVEYOS, K↑IANAVEYOS and EVE-
                                                 
TP
17
PT Thus the sound denoted by the letter g‰īm is described in older grammars such as the 
second edition (1874) text of Wright (1896/1932 [1967]: 5) and Van Ess (1938 
[1946]: 1) as the voiced palatal affricate [c
Ë
Y]. O’Leary (c. 1925: 17f.) describes this 
as the normal sound “elsewhere” than in Egypt and notes a variant pronunciation, 
which he notates “zh”, that is found “along the Syrian coast and among the Christian 
population of Jerusalem”. Presumably this refers to the spirant [Y] given by Kuhnt 
(1958: 1, 2) as characteristic of the Damascus dialect (actually O’Leary describes his 
“zh” as “like the -dg- in ‘edge’”, which is surely an error since it points to the same 
sound as in the regular pronunciation). Bauer (1957: xiii) gives [c
Ë
Y] as normal 
among the settled rural population and the Bedouin of Palestine and Lebanon and [Y] 
as normal in the towns and cities. Mitchell/Barber (1972 [1984]: 6, 7), drawing 
“essentially [on the regional Arabic] of Jordan, Syria and Lebanon” give [Y] as the 
only equivalent. Since one expects the speech of regional centres to change more 
rapidly than that of the surrounding rural and nomadic populations it can hardly be 
doubted that this [Y] has replaced earlier [c
Ë
Y]. That [c
Ë
Y] is the correct Classical 
equivalent and thus the source of [Y] is not only additionally indicated by the 
preservation of the original [f] in Egypt and the intermediate [f&] in Upper Egypt 
(O’Leary c. 1925: 17) and the Sudan (Trimingham 1946: 1f.) but is confirmed by the 
fact that in adapting the Arabic script to their own needs, the Persians created a new 
sign for the affricate /č/ by modifying g‰īm and another for the spirant /ž/ by modi-
fying 〈z〉. 
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TEKSETEY would then represent three successive stages of the development of 
PIE *tkB
1
B all within the Old Phrygian period. There is no particular reason why 
this should be impossible – cf. the rapid development of Ancient Irish phonol-
ogy evidenced in the Ogam inscriptions (e.g. Ziegler 1994: 1); in addition it is 
possible that the development of the cluster proceeded more quickly in medial 
position than in initial. If so, then a natural development of the cluster repre-
sented in the three forms would be kć > kś (or kç) > ks. 
On the other hand Mayrhofer (loc. cit.) also points out that the forms re-
garded as cognates of Skt. taks- seem to represent a blend of *tetkB
1
B- and *tekB
1
Bs- 
(cf. OHG dehsa = dehsala ‘axe’, etc.), so that -teks- in OPhr. eveteksetey may 
simply continue PIE *tekB
1
Bs- and thus be irrelevant to the question of OPhr. kc. 
If these arguments are accepted, it may be desirable at times to refine our 
transcriptions of the initials of kcianaveyo to kć- (M-01b) (less confining than 
kč-) and kç- (M-02) (since ś is already used for another purpose in OPhr. epig-
raphy, see Bayun/Orel 1988a: 131; Woudhuizen 1992: 17; Orel 1997: 52), as 
already partly suggested above (§1). 
 
6. Part of the improvement achieved here over Diakonoff/Neroznak’s ety-
mology of kcianaveyos is the scrapping of the equation ↑  = T, because we now 
have two parallel sets of words reflecting PIE tectal+dental clusters (or “thorn” 
clusters), one set exhibiting prevelars palatalized by front vowel, the other – 
backvelars that resist palatalization, each set covering both the voiced and the 
voiceless possibilities (on prevelars and backvelars see §3 above). 
For the voiceless possibilities we have, beside kcianaveyos (and possibly 
eveteksetey) with prevelar, OPhr. ektetoy, already dealt with above (§3), with 
backvelar. 
For the voiced possibilities we have, as partly indicated above (§1), the 
longstanding (see Haas 1966: 92) and universally accepted equation of NPhr. 
ζεµελως ‘earthlings, men’ (or possibly ‘chthonian gods’) (see Orel 1997: 64) 
with the PIE prevelar root *d P
h
P
gB
1
PB
h
P
em-/*d P
h
P
gB
1
PB
h
P
om- ‘earth’ beside the recent equa-
tion of NPhr. εγδαες (18/W*-23) with the PIE backvelar root *d P
h
P
gB
2
PB
h
P
ehB
2
B- ‘precede’ 
seen in Gk. φθάνω, etc.,TP
18
PT which supersedes less happy equations by Orel (1997: 
                                                 
TP
18
PT The formation is thus parallel to OPhr. edaes (M-01a, etc.) and NPhr. εσταες (31/S*-
09) which seem to be universally derived from PIE *-d P
h
P
ehB
1
B- ‘put, lay, do’ and 
*stehB
2
B- ‘put, stand’, respectively, (e.g. Haas 1966: 226f.; Orel 1997: 421, 459) al-
though details of the precise structure of the Phrygian forms is seldom entered into 
(cf., e.g., D´jakonov/Neroznak 1977: 183). Haas (1966: 227f.) suggests that the 
suffix *-es- is added to the full grade of the root, which in the case of edaes means 
either that the intervocalic hB
1
B has lengthened the preceding vowel before disappear-
ing or that the a-vocalism is due to analogy, cf. NPhr. perf. δακαρ(εν), subj. δακετ, 
etc. Since the latter alternative seems unlikely in view of the nontransference of the 
κ, we must either opt for the first alternative, with its unusual requirement that the 
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84, 86), Diakonoff/Neroznak (1985: 109) and Haas (1969: 87) (see Woodhouse 
2006, §5.4).TP
19
PT 
 
7. It appears from the above that we have established the following corre-
spondences (cf. Álvarez-Pedrosa Núñez 1993: 13), the Phrygian examples gen-
erally illustrating the environment “before front vowel”.TP
20
PTP
 
 
PIE Phrygian Greek Iranian 
*tkB
1
B kc (kć > kç > ks?) κτ š 
*tkB
2
B kt κτ xš 
*d P
h
P
gB
1
PB
h
P
 z χθ ž 
*d P
h
P
gB
2
PB
h
P
 gd φθ γž 
 
We observe that whereas Greek distinguishes the prevelars from back-
velars in dental+tectal clusters only in the originally voiced clusters, Phrygian – 
at least in the “before front vowel” environment – does so for both voiced and 
voiceless clusters, like Iranian. The probable Phrygian reduction of putative *gz 
to z probably harmonizes with Hamp’s (1993) explanation of manezordum < 
*manezgordum. 
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intervocalic laryngeal not only leave a hiatus between the two vowels (as in Iranian 
and Hittite, see Beekes 1988: 69, 84) but lengthen the first of the two vowels as well 
(Beekes 1988: 105 makes no mention of this; cf. also Beekes 1995: 126), or seek a 
further alternative (note that the argument of Bajun/Orel 1989: 229f. leading to a 
connection of edaes with PIE “*doH-” ‘give’ solves nothing) – possibly a double 
sigmatic formation similar to the sis -aorist of Sanskrit, i.e. *e-d P
h
P
ehB
1
B-ses-t, *e-stehB
2
B-
ses-t and now *e-d P
h
P
gB
2
PB
h
P
ehB
2
B-ses-t. This might then, however, raise the question of 
whether the ses-aorist in just these three verbs was a regular feature of laryngeal-
final roots in Phrygian or simply a matter of coincidence, although given the gener-
ally acknowledged linguistic closeness of Phrygian to Greek it may be worth noting 
that “PIE set root aorists active of the shape 3sg. *CéRH-t were commonly replaced 
in pre-Greek by neosigmatic formations” (Barton 1988: 51f.). 
TP
19
PT Note that Heubeck’s (1987: 85) connection of NPhr. ζειρα(ι) (12/S*-03, 106/C*-34), 
of disputed meaning, with Gk. φθείρω ‘destroy’ (PIE *d P
h
P
gB
2
PB
h
P
er-), though accepted by 
Orel (1997: 324), is to be rejected on combinatorial grounds (see Woodhouse 2007, §7). 
TP
20
PT Note that, paradoxically, this environment applies in the case of εγδαες but not in that 
of ektetoy since vowel colouring by laryngeal, and hence also vocalization of laryn-
geals, postdates the Phrygian palatalizations (Woodhouse 2005, §11). 
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